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a b s t r a c t

Software security needs to be a continuous endeavour in current software development practices.
Frequent software updates, paired with an ongoing flow of security breaches, requires software
companies to address software security throughout development and post deployment. Prescriptive
software security approaches do not match well with agile software development and its emphasis on
self-management. Agile approaches are however in favour of meetings as a coordination and problem-
solving strategy. This article investigates the role of regular security meetings centred on making
security priorities and decisions for achieving continuous software security. Through technical action
research and an observational case study, we studied variations of such meetings in three companies.
We found that such meetings can reach key stakeholders, make security more visible, and contribute
to ongoing security prioritisation. Thus, security meetings are a promising approach, especially for
small and medium sized development companies with basic yet immature security competence. Future
research should investigate further the role of such meetings and how best to organise them for
different contexts and needs. For this we outline implications for research and practice, e.g., related
to participants and how to organise the discussions and prioritisations in the meeting.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Contemporary software development happens as a continuous
low of software development rather than as larger planned incre-
ents. Further, software products are updated throughout their
hole lifetime, to meet customer demands for new and improved

eatures and to ensure continuous quality. Pairing this with daily
ews of security breaches, it becomes clear that software security
eeds to be a continuous endeavour as well.
As Fitzgerald and Stol (2014), we use continuous to represent
‘‘holistic endeavor’’ and the ‘‘entire software life-cycle’’. They
efine continuous security as, ‘‘Transforming security from being
reated as just another non-functional requirement to a key con-
ern throughout all phases of the development lifecycle and even
ost deployment’’ (Fitzgerald and Stol, 2014).
Continuous security does not come without effort. For security

xperts it would thus be tempting to prescribe security activities
nd tools to use during development and beyond, to ensure
ecurity is properly addressed. Research, however, shows that
uch prescriptive approaches are challenging to pair with the self-
anagement of agile software development (ASD) (T‘̀urpe and
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Poller 2017; (Weir et al., 2020a), and rather suggest ’’sensitizing
the developers to their security needs, allowing them to choose
for themselves which tools and techniques to use’’ (Weir et al.,
2020a).

There are several frameworks and maturity models available
for software companies wanting to continuously address software
security, here exemplified by the OWASP Software Assurance
Maturity Model (SAMM) (Crawley et al., 2020) and the Building
Security In Maturity Model (BSIMM) (Migues et al., 2021). Both
are agnostic to the development approach, and thus are relevant
also for ASD (van der Veer, 2019). However, the comprehensive-
ness of these models (e.g., BSIMM12 now consists of 122 activities
within the domains of governance, intelligence, SSDL touchpoints,
and deployment) can make them hard to approach, especially for
smaller companies that do not necessarily have the resources to
build a large security program (Tøndel et al., 2020). And research
points to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) as having
the largest potential for improvement of software security (Weir
et al., 2020a). Further, knowing which activities to apply is not
straight-forward. Being too ambitious may lead to an overspend-
ing on security (Tøndel et al., 2020), which can have negative
business implications. For companies, what is considered ade-
quate and cost-effective when it comes to security may vary
between projects and change over time (McGraw et al., 2013;

Tøndel et al., 2020), as development progresses and requirements
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re negotiated. Thus, there is a need for strategic decisions on
ecurity on a regular basis.
ASD is oriented towards people, interactions, and self-

anagement (Beck et al., 2001), with meetings as a major mean
f coordination (Strode et al., 2012). To exemplify, Scrum
Schwaber, 2004) is largely centred on meetings and include five
eeting types: sprint planning meeting, daily Scrum meeting,
print review meeting, sprint retrospective meeting, and prod-
ct backlog refinement. None of these meetings are focused on
ecurity. Some researchers have proposed regular meetings on
ecurity in ASD, in form of adding security review meetings to
crum when necessary (Kongsli, 2006), using Protection Poker to
ollectively estimate the security risk in every iteration (Williams
t al., 2010), or organising a Security Intention Meeting Series
o regularly involve decision makers in security prioritisation
Tøndel et al., 2019a). Further, less regular meetings are proposed
n form of Threat Modelling sessions (Bernsmed et al., 2022) or
ecurity workshops aimed toward security incentivisation (Weir
t al., 2020a). Many of the activities included in BSIMM or OWASP
AMM could be performed through or supported by regular meet-
ngs, examples being Threat Assessment, Security Architecture,
nd Architecture Assessment in OWASP SAMM. However, existing
esearch points to uncertainties in how to best organise such
eetings to ensure effect on the software security (Cruzes et al.,
018; Tøndel et al., 2019b). A better understanding is needed
n what are the effects of security meetings related to devel-
pment, and how practitioners can be guided in ensuring effect
rom meetings. Furthermore, previous studies have identified
hallenges regarding longer-term adoption of security meetings
Tøndel et al., 2019b; Weir et al., 2020a, 2021; Bernsmed et al.,
022), leading to the need for more knowledge of how to support
ngoing adoption.
This article proposes and studies regular security meetings

hat: (1) are not confined to security experts but rather include
ey decision makers as participants, (2) identifies and assesses se-
urity needs, and makes prioritisations and decisions on the next
teps, and (3) are flexible and can be adjusted to the needs and
riorities of the company when it comes to meeting scheduling
nd organisation. As such, we build on the previous suggestions
or a Security Intention Meeting Series (Tøndel et al., 2019a).
he research we report on is part of a design science study
imed at improving software security prioritisation by developing
meeting approach that satisfies the needs of ASD projects. We
tudy such security meetings in three SMEs, one of which were
lready running this type of meeting, and two where we brought
his meeting type to the company. Our main research question is
he following: How can regular security meetings centred on making
ecurity prioritisations and decisions be organised to maximise their
ositive effect on the priority given to security? (RQ1).
We have previously described the concept security prioritisa-

ion as ‘‘prioritisation among security requirements and activities,
rioritisation of security vs. other aspects such as functionality, as
ell as the priority and attention given to security in the day-to-
ay work’’. Thus, we take a broad view of security prioritisation.
o relate to this rather intangible concept of security prioritisa-
ion, it is necessary to concretise what security prioritisation may
ook like in a project, and what can be done to influence the
riority given to security. As part of this design science study,
e have previously performed a case study to investigate what

nfluences the security prioritisation throughout an ASD project.
e found that the priority given to security was influenced by the
resence of a driving force for security, the visibility of security,
he motivation, the room to manoeuvre, and the process match
Tøndel et al., 2022). In the study reported in this paper, we
se these previously identified influence categories to support us

n understanding how the studied meetings can have a positive

2

effect on the priority given to security. Additionally, we study
what effects are seen by adopting this type of meeting (RQ2) and
what facilitates or hinders the adoption of such meetings (RQ3).

The studied meeting instances varied in their structure, the
support offered, and in who participated. The companies varied
in size, development approach, and in customer relations. This
variety allowed us to identify similarities and variations across
the cases, and use this to understand: (1) what are common
experiences that a broader set of companies might expect from
applying this meeting concept, and (2) how key variations can
be explained based on the cases. The article contributes both to
practice and research: (1) we use the lessons learned to provide
development companies with better support in deciding whether
to take up regular security meetings in development, and how to
organise such meetings, and (2) we provide researchers with in-
sight into the practical experiences in performing such meetings
and point to research needs.

The article is organised as follows. Section 2 uses litera-
ture to motivate regular software security meetings, as well
as presents current knowledge on security meetings in ASD.
Section 3 describes the research approach, including the cases
studied. Section 4 presents the findings according to the three
research questions. Section 5 discusses the implications of these
findings, Section 6 discusses the threats to validity, and Section 7
concludes the article.

2. Background and related work

This section uses current literature on software security and
on meetings in ASD to explain the theoretical background for
investigating regular security meetings. Furthermore, it describes
the known evidence from studies of similar types of meetings,
and introduces in more detail the Security Intention Meeting
Series that we build on in this work.

2.1. Background for investigating regular security meetings

There is a growing body of literature on how to integrate secu-
rity and other software qualities with ASD. This includes literature
on working with security requirements in ASD (Villamizar et al.,
2018; Tøndel and Jaatun, 2020), managing quality requirement
sin ASD (Behutiye et al., 2020); (Jarzębowicz and Weichbroth,
2021), and on bringing ASD to safety-critical systems (Heeager
and Nielsen, 2018). Literature reviews within this area point to
some recurring challenges of working with security and other
quality requirements in ASD. One challenge identified by many
studies is that of neglect of quality requirements (Behutiye et al.,
2020); (Jarzębowicz and Weichbroth, 2021). Related challenges
are that of late consideration of quality requirements (Behutiye
et al., 2020) and a lack of recognition by stakeholders (Jarzębow-
icz and Weichbroth, 2021). Proposed solutions include initiatives
to start focus on quality requirements earlier in the project, and to
involve multiple roles and viewpoints in eliciting and reviewing
quality requirements (Jarzębowicz and Weichbroth, 2021). Still, a
main criticism towards much of the existing research in this field
is the limited empirical evaluations of proposed techniques and
approaches to integrate software security into ASD (Villamizar
et al., 2018; Bishop and Rowland, 2019; Behutiye et al., 2020).
There is a call for more guidelines, not only practices and methods
(Behutiye et al., 2020). Furthermore, there is still a need for
more lightweight strategies, as the challenge of time constraints
due to short iterations have not received adequate attention in
the proposed strategies, despite this being a commonly reported
challenge (Behutiye et al., 2020).

Literature provides some knowledge on what can increase the
priority given to security in an agile development context. New-
ton et al. (2019) studied literature and performed interviews to
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Fig. 1. Literature supporting the suitability of regular security meetings to achieve prioritisations and decisions regarding security.
identify success factors for software security in ASD. They pointed
out the importance of practices centred around individuals and
culture. This is in line findings in the previously mentioned case
study (Tøndel et al., 2022), where we identified five areas that
influence software security prioritisation in an ASD project. Many
of these influence areas (driving force, visibility, motivation, room
to manoeuvre, and process match) are related to individuals and
culture.

Türpe and Poller (2017) explored tensions between Scrum
and security requirements through a case study. They identified
challenges related to key stakeholders such as product owners.
They pointed out that it is important to make security visible
as a concern, and they emphasised the need for more research
on prioritisation of security and on improving collaboration be-
tween agile teams and security experts. Drawing on data from
ethnographic studies, Kocksch et al. (2018) explained how secu-
rity’s similarities with care work (invisible, undervalued, never
finished) can make recognition of security work challenging. Fur-
thermore, they pointed out how security needs to be handled in
collaboration among a broad set of stakeholders. Building on the-
ory on objectivity, Tøndel et al. (2020) identified the inclusion of a
variety of perspectives and the building of interactional expertise
as key strategies to move towards ‘‘good enough’’ security.

Assal and Chiasson (2019) performed a survey aimed at under-
standing how to support developers in their work on software
security. They found that developers need to identify with the
importance of security. In this respect, the ethnographic studies
of Palombo et al. (2020) and Tuladhar et al. (2021) pointed to
the role of co-creation and situational learning (respectively) in

changing software security practices. It is not enough to point

3

developers to the presence of security problems. Rather, changes
are seen when developers and security experts work together
to solve problems. This is in line with Weir et al. (2020b), who
identified the need to move towards a ‘‘dialectic’’ approach to
security. Building on data from interviews they identified inter-
actions among developers and other stakeholders as a prime way
to achieve security in a cost-effective way.

Fig. 1 provides our summary and synthesis of the findings from
the above-mentioned studies. On the right side of this figure, we
list key findings from the studies. Then, on the left side of the
figure, we synthesise these findings into a set of effects called
for in literature, and a set of recommended strategies. Letters are
used to link the findings from the studies (on the right) with the
effects/strategies (on the left). As shown in the figure, there is
a call for more visible and tangible security (Türpe and Poller,
2017; Kocksch et al., 2018; Assal and Chiasson, 2019; Tøndel
et al., 2022), for reaching key stakeholders with security (Türpe
and Poller, 2017; Kocksch et al., 2018; Assal and Chiasson, 2019),
and for making security an ongoing priority (Türpe and Poller,
2017; Kocksch et al., 2018; Assal and Chiasson, 2019; Tøndel et al.,
2022). Recommended strategies for security include stakeholder
involvement (Türpe and Poller, 2017; Kocksch et al., 2018; Tøndel
et al., 2020; Weir et al., 2020b), security reflection (Türpe and
Poller, 2017), security prioritisation and follow-up (Türpe and
Poller, 2017; Kocksch et al., 2018), co-creation and situated learn-
ing (Türpe and Poller, 2017; Palombo et al., 2020; Tøndel et al.,
2020; Tuladhar et al., 2021; Tøndel et al., 2022), documentation
for security (Türpe and Poller, 2017; Tøndel et al., 2020, 2022),

and having a context supportive of emerging security practices
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Türpe and Poller, 2017; Assal and Chiasson, 2019; Tøndel et al.,
022)
Security meetings are not a goal, but a possible mean to

chieve ongoing and strategic prioritisation of security. Regular
ecurity meetings are likely to be able to support the effects
nd strategies identified in Fig. 1, e.g., by involving stakeholders
n security and engaging them in regular security reflection,
rioritisation, and follow-up. Furthermore, addressing security
hrough meetings is highly compatible with an agile approach.
ccording to the Agile manifesto, ‘‘The most efficient and effective
ethod of conveying information to and within a development

eam is face-to-face conversation’’ (Beck et al., 2001). As already
entioned, Scrum relies on several meetings (Schwaber, 2004).
aily stand-up meetings are also recommended within Kanban
Ahmad et al., 2013). In ASD, meetings support teamwork quality
hrough balancing member contributions and facilitating mutual
upport (Lindsjørn et al., 2016), and offers a major mean of
oordination (Strode et al., 2012; Moe et al., 2018).

.2. Related work on regular security meetings in ASD

Despite meetings playing a central role in ASD, there is limited
esearch on the effect and organisation of meetings that involve
ctivities related to ongoing prioritisation, planning, and follow-
p. Of such meetings specific to ASD, the daily stand-up meeting
as been most extensively studied by Stray et al. (2016).
When it comes to security meetings directed towards ag-

le or continuous software development, we have identified the
ollowing approaches:

• Security Review (SR) meeting (Kongsli, 2006): Arranged af-
ter the Scrum iteration planning meetings in cases where
there were many or complex security concerns related to
the user stories that were picked. The full development team
participated in this meeting to ensure collective ownership
also of security issues.

• Protection Poker (PP) (Williams et al., 2009, 2010; Tøndel
et al., 2019b): A collaborative risk estimation game that
gathers the whole development team to discuss, identify
and rank the software security risks related to the features
to be implemented in the upcoming iteration.

• Threat Modelling (TM) meetings, as studied by Cruzes et al.
(2018) and Bernsmed et al. (2022): Meetings centred on
performing threat modelling, e.g., using Data Flow Diagrams
and the STRIDE mnemonic.

• Facilitated Security Workshops (SW) (Weir et al., 2020a,
2021): Workshops centred on incentivisation, threat as-
sessment, and on-the-job training. Used the Agile Security
Game, a simplified threat assessment, and follow-up ses-
sions, to discuss security issues and questions. Workshops
were led by researchers who were not security experts, to
study the effect of this workshop package also when there
were no security experts available.

• The Security Intention Meeting Series (Tøndel et al., 2019a):
A meeting series to gather key decision makers in a project,
to regularly assess the state of the software security of the
project and identify concrete actions moving forward.

Fig. 2 gives an overview of identified effects from these meet-
ng types, as well as what has been found to work well or be
hallenging. The figure is organised so that findings from studies
f the security meetings are presented together, while findings
n the daily stand-up meetings are presented separately. In the
ollowing, we first present aspects related to meeting organisa-
ion, before moving on to output and effect, and, finally, point to

acets of the context.

4

When it comes to meeting organisation, many of the aspects
of the meetings that worked well were related to strategies called
for in existing literature (see Fig. 1). Examples are stakeholder in-
volvement (participation by the full team Kongsli, 2006; Williams
et al., 2010; Weir et al., 2020a; Bernsmed et al., 2022, facilitation
by managers Weir et al., 2021), security reflection (discussions
and active participation Tøndel et al., 2019b; Bernsmed et al.,
2022), and co-creation and situated learning (peer-based learn-
ing Weir et al., 2021). This points to meetings as a powerful
intervention, which should be properly addressed in research.
Broad participation and discussions were pointed out as impor-
tant across the different security meetings. Broad participation
however came with the risk of less effective meetings (Stray et al.,
2016). Both Protection Poker and Threat Modelling found clear
needs for some security expertise, e.g., to be able to explain terms
and ensure quality (Cruzes et al., 2018; Tøndel et al., 2019b;
Bernsmed et al., 2022). This contrasts with the Security Work-
shops, which had as a requirement that they should work also
without security experts (Weir et al., 2020a). The challenges and
uncertainties identified related to meeting organisation (e.g., un-
certainties on how to structure the meeting and who to include in
order to make the meetings effective Cruzes et al., 2018; Tøndel
et al., 2019b) points to a need to further explore different meeting
types and collect more experiences to guide both researchers and
practitioners. This article meets this need.

When it comes to effect and output, both the daily stand-
up meeting and the security meetings could help get overview
of issues and solve problems/make improvements. Related to
the desired effects outlined in Fig. 1, the meetings generally
contributed to making security more visible and tangible. De-
spite the meetings leading to security improvements in processes
and code, studies point to challenges in following up the risks
identified in the meetings and seeing how the meeting output is
linked to improved security of the products (Cruzes et al., 2018;
Tøndel et al., 2019b). There is a need to understand better what
makes this transition challenging, so that better guidance can be
offered. Existing literature (see Fig. 1) points to following up of
prioritisations, something that can be done in meetings. However,
there are likely more complex reasons that make this transition
challenging. To exemplify, both Palombo et al. (2020) and Weir
et al. (2020a) emphasise the systemic aspect of software secu-
rity. The study reported on in this article examines how effects
from meetings can be supported or hindered (RQ1), considering
aspects of the meeting as well as the context.

When it comes to the context, the studies of these meetings
pointed to the importance of motivation and time for security
(Tøndel et al., 2019b; Weir et al., 2020a; Bernsmed et al., 2022).
Further, the company size and the security maturity level might
be important for longer-term adoption. Weir et al. (2021), who
studied eight organisations of varying size, found that adoption
was strongest in the medium-sized organisations, followed by
the smaller organisations, while adoption was low in the larger
organisations. However, we have reason to believe that a broader
set of contextual factors have implications for adoption of meet-
ings and their effect. We base this expectation on the large
number of documented challenges to software security and other
quality aspects in ASD (Oueslati et al., 2015; Behutiye et al., 2020;
Jarzębowicz and Weichbroth, 2021), as well as the substantial
amount of organisational blockers and motivators (Weir et al.,
2020a) and influences (Tøndel et al., 2022) identified for adopting
and prioritising software security practices. In this article we
contribute with more knowledge on contextual factors important
for getting effect and adoption of regular security meetings in
development companies or teams. Further, as time has been iden-
tified as one key obstacle, we study meeting approaches where
the schedule can be adapted to the time pressure experienced in
the company.
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Fig. 2. Key findings from studies of the daily stand-up meeting, as well as the Security Review Meeting (SR), Protection Poker (PP), Threat Modelling (TM), and
facilitated security workshops (SW).
2.3. The security intention meeting series

In this study, we decided to examine meetings that followed
the spirit set out for the Security Intention Meeting Series (Tøn-
del et al., 2019a) but with freedom for companies to adapt the
approach to match their needs. This is based on recommenda-
tions that developers should not be prescribed a particular way
of addressing security, but rather be empowered to make their
own decisions (Türpe and Poller, 2017; Weir et al., 2020a). The
Security Intention Meeting Series approach was a response to
challenges with getting companies to consider security in every
iteration, e.g., as is done in Protection Poker, while needing a
more lightweight and recurring approach than what is common
for threat modelling and security risk analysis (Tøndel et al.,
2019a). Further, this meeting approach had not yet been studied
empirically.

The Security Intention Meeting Series approach (Tøndel et al.,
2019a) can be summarised as follows. Early in the project, key
decision makers are gathered, together with people knowledge-
able about security and development, to discuss the security
intentions of the project. This implies agreeing on the security
goals and needs of the project, and what aspects need to be
given particular attention (intention setting). Then, regular follow-
up meetings are arranged throughout. These consists of a status
assessment (‘Are we moving towards our goals regarding software
security?’) and an identification of action points for the next
period (‘What will be our concrete priorities moving forward?’).
Companies and projects are, however, free to adapt the meeting
approach to their needs, e.g., regarding how often to arrange such
meetings, who should facilitate the meetings, and who should
be invited as participants. Still, some guidance is given. Shorter
meetings are preferred to longer ones, there should be some
regularity to the meetings (e.g., by always agreeing on a time for
5

the next meeting as part of the meeting), one person should be
responsible, and roles such as product owner or project manager
should be present.

3. Research approach

First, this section describes the overall research approach of
this work as that of design science, and explains how technical
action research and case studies were used in combination to
support the design goal. Then, it introduces the research design
choices that were made for both the technical action research
and case study research parts of the study, before it describes
each of these parts in more detail. Finally, the analysis approach
is presented.

3.1. Combining technical action research and observational case
studies into a design science research approach

The main research question of this work represents a design
goal, aimed at improving software security prioritisation by de-
veloping a meeting approach that satisfies the needs of agile de-
velopment projects. Consequently, the overall research approach
of this work is design science (Wieringa, 2014). Design science ‘‘is
the design and investigation of artifacts in context’’, where the
artefacts ‘‘interact with a problem context in order to improve
something in that context’’ (Wieringa, 2014). Thus, design science
iterates between two problem-solving activities: (1) designing
artifacts to bring about improvements, and (2) answering knowl-
edge questions about the context and the artifact in the context.
To answer the knowledge questions, the researcher can bring in
other research methods (Wieringa, 2014). Two of the possibilities
are observational case studies (‘‘a study of a real-world case with-
out performing an intervention’’ (Wieringa, 2014) and technical
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Fig. 3. The overall research approach, using design science with technical action research and observational case studies to validate and refine the recommendations
for security prioritisation meetings.
action research (‘‘the use of an experimental artifact to help a
client and to learn about its effects in practice’’ (Wieringa, 2014).
Both observational case studies and technical action research can
provide understanding of the underlying mechanisms that pro-
duce real-world phenomena (Wieringa, 2014). Thus, both these
research approaches were suited to understand the adoption and
the effects of these meetings (the artefact) and what brought
about this adoption and effect.

The overall design science approach is depicted in Fig. 3. The
oncern of this article is step 2–4 in this figure. The decision to
ombine action research and case study research was pragmatic;
e used technical action research with the companies we studied
hat did not already perform regular security prioritisation meet-
ngs and used observational case study with a company that was
lready performing such meetings. When action research was
pplied, our goal in the study was both to help the company with
heir security and to validate and refine the meeting concept, and
e iterated upon and adapted the meeting approach throughout
he study to better meet the needs of the company. When case
tudy research was applied, we studied a meeting approach al-
eady in use by the company without aiming to improve upon
he approach or help the company in their approach to software
ecurity.

.2. Overarching research design choices

The Security Intention Meeting Series approach (Tøndel et al.,
019a) that we wanted to validate and refine through this study
ad already been designed. However, as our goal was to improve
his approach, we were free to adapt this meeting concept to
he needs of the companies we interacted with. We see this as
strength of our study. There is no one single way to achieve

ecurity prioritisation through regular security meetings. The size
f the company and the type of project and customer might
mpact both how to run the meeting effectively, what kind of
upport would be needed, e.g., in form of a template, and who
hould participate. Thus, the meetings we studied all shared key
haracteristics with the original idea of the Security Intention
eeting. Still, we allowed for variation from these characteristics
n some aspects depending on the needs of the company. Thus,
here are some discrepancies in who participated in the meetings
nd in the setting of intentions, compared to the original design
f the approach. An overview of the characteristics of the studied
eeting models is given in Table 1.
To perform this study, we needed to recruit companies with:

1) an intention to perform ongoing security prioritisation, and (2)
n ongoing security prioritisation meeting initiative or a wiliness
o initiate such a meeting initiative. Through a research project
ith several company participants, we had access to several
ases that matched these needs, and we opted to involve three
ompanies in the study. The companies have been given the
seudonyms MediumCo, SmallCo, and UnaidedCo for the purpose
6

of this article. An overview of characteristics of these compa-
nies is given in Table 2. This variety of companies allowed us
to evaluate this meeting type in companies ranging from very
small to medium size, and with different customer relations that
in varying ways constrained their ability to incorporate regular
security meetings as part of development. Further, it allowed
us to study how to start applying such a meeting, as well as
study a meeting that had already been successfully adopted by a
development company. The choice to focus on SMEs was guided
by literature showing smaller companies have a larger potential
for improvements in their software security than larger compa-
nies, and showing more success with security meetings in smaller
companies (Weir et al., 2020a).

For all cases, we used multiple data collection methods, as
is recommended for case studies (Yin, 2018). An overview is
given in Table 3. The action research study was centred on meet-
ings that we facilitated and observed. Meeting observations were
supplemented with other data sources, including interviews. For
the observational case study, we used a similar approach where
observation of meetings was a central part of data collection. All
data collection was done by the first author, and in the cases
where we used action research, the second author had the role
of facilitator of the meetings. In MediumCo and UnaidedCo the
observer was largely passive in meetings, while the observer
participated more to the discussion in SmallCo. The first author
took detailed notes from all security meetings, including notes on
the structure of the meetings, the topics that were discussed, the
types of security decisions and priorities made, the participants’
level of engagement, what worked well, what was challenging,
and if anything was surprising. We also reflected on the potential
influence of the observer in the meeting. Interviews were semi-
structured, and covered topics such as the goal of the security
meetings, their effect, how the meetings could be improved, and
the intention to continue with the meetings. With UnaidedCo,
the retrospective was led by the first author and covered similar
topics as the interviews. More information on the data collection
instruments is given in Appendix B.

The main ethical aspects of this study are the privacy of the
individuals participating in the study, the sensitive information
on the security of the solutions as shared with us in meetings,
and ensuring volunteer participation in the study. Privacy related
to data collection and analysis was specified in a report sent to
the Norwegian Centre for Research Data, an organisation that pro-
vides data protection services to Norwegian research institutions.
This ensured that data handling plans were in accordance with
current privacy legislation. Observation notes were made in such
a way that individuals were not directly identified. Interviews
were only recorded upon interviewees informed consent. When
it comes to security of sensitive company data, this was ensured
through non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) with the companies.
In observations, we took care not to write down what the partic-
ipants pointed out as highly sensitive. Access to the raw data and
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Table 1
Meeting model characteristics.
Meeting model
characteristics

MediumCo SmallCo UnaidedCo

Meeting
maturity

Initiated in one project, then continued in
another project, and eventually brought to
another team.

Not used before. Had run this type of
meeting for 10 months
when we started
observation.

Scope Project/team Project Department

Participants
from the
company

Initial use: 3–5 people from the following
roles: security resources (security officer,
security champion), product owners (mainly
those with more technical background),
developer representatives.

Developers (1–2) Department lead and
system architects (5)

Brought to new team: the product owner and
the full team.

Physical/online
facilities

Initial use: mixture of physical and online
participants, shared screen

Online meeting with
shared screen

Physical meeting, one
location, screen shown
in meetingBrought to new team: online meeting with

shared screen

Facilitation Initial use: security officer External security expert Department lead
Brought to new team: product owner

Frequency Initial use: Monthly — time for next meeting
decided upon in the meeting

Biweekly — time for
next meeting decided
upon in the meeting

Monthly

Brought to new team: NA

Duration 45 min–1 h Initially 1 h. Later 30
min.

2 h scheduled, usually
spent 1 h and 30–45
min

Support
material

Confluence page with security areas and
supporting questions.

Excel sheet with security
areas and supporting
questions.

NA

Meeting
documentation

Confluence page: concerns and action points
added within the structure of the support
material

Excel sheet: concerns
and action points added
within the structure of
the support material

Meeting memos with
action points + excel
sheet with overview of
all identified security
concerns that were not
yet fully addressed

Typical agenda (1) Status of tasks and open issues from
previous meetings; (2) Discuss security areas
not previously addressed, or where there are
open issues still; (3) Time for next meeting.

(1) Status of action
points from last
meeting; (2) Open
discussion on security
issues; (3) Excel sheet
with security concerns;
(4) New action points.
Table 2
Company characteristics.
Company characteristics MediumCo SmallCo UnaidedCo

# developers About 80 developers 2–3 developers About 20 developers

# locations with developers 4 1 1

Criticality of security (Medium) Clear security risks,
mainly related to offering a
public service to many users,
and in ensuring validity of
tickets.

(Low) Limited security risks
but with plans to develop new
solutions that brings in both
privacy and security concerns.

(High) Develops solutions that
handle security critical
information.

Customer relation Targets mainly one sector. Bid
process in competition with
other actors. Varying security
concerns among customers.

Several smaller customers
without much security
competence and concerns. New
bigger customer upcoming.

One main customer (the
mother company) that is
concerned about security.

Agile principles adherence Hybrid. Scrum-based
development process but with
rather fixed contracts.

Few developers, thus few clear
processes.

Hybrid. Kanban-based
processes within the
development department.

Presence of central security support Initially: security officer as part
of the development
department and security
champions in development
teams. Later: key resources left
without being replaced.

NA Chief Security Officer in
mother company (the
customer). One person in the
development department with
an informal security role.
7
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Table 3
Overview of data collection.
Data collection MediumCo SmallCo UnaidedCo

Main research approach Action research Action research Case study

Observations of security meetings
(documented in an observation template)

7 (one of which were
shortened/largely skipped)
(11/2019–08/2020)

11 meetings
(10/2020–03/2021)

4 (09/2019–03/2020)

Other observations (documented in an
observation template)

2 meetings to bring this
technique to new team

3 introductory meetings before
starting with the meeting
template; 1 visit to the
company

NA

Interviews (interviews at MediumCo and
SmallCo were recorded and transcribed upon
interviewee consent; interviews and
retrospective at UnaidedCo were performed
by two researchers, where one was
responsible for taking notes)

Interviews with two product
owners after participating in
meetings (online) (06/2020)

Interview with the main
developer after participating in
meetings (online) (05/2021)

Interview with 2 meeting
participants and 3 outsiders
before observations started
(in-person) (04/2019);
retrospective after observations
(2 sessions, 4 participants from
the meeting + one outsider,
in-person but with one online
participant) (09/2020)

Status updates (documented in notes or in
emails)

6 informal talks with the
security officer
(08/2019–06/2020); email
exchange with one product
owner (08/2020)

Email exchange with main
developer on adoption of the
technique 10 months after the
other data collection (01/2022)

NA

Documentation Example confluence page;
description of security areas
and security questions

Excel sheet used as template
for meetings; description of the
meeting approach written by
the main developer; some of
the security material developed
as a result of the meeting

NA
the analysed data was limited to a few individuals. Participation
in the study was voluntary for the companies and the individ-
uals. However, we recognise that for MediumCo and SmallCo,
participation in the study led to them getting support in their
software security work. This may have made it more difficult for
them to refuse participation. For all companies, it might also be
challenging for individuals to refuse participation if the company
was part of the study. However, we got the impression that
participants were positive towards contributing to this research.

3.3. Technical action research: MediumCo and SmallCo

Technical action research relies on mutual trust, and such trust
an take a long time to establish (Wieringa, 2014). When we
ecruited the first company, MediumCo, the meeting concept had
ot yet been tried out in a company and we thus needed to work
ith a company where we had predefined trust to try out new
ays of working. MediumCo matched this need. Furthermore, it
as a good case as it had characteristics that we suspected to be
ommon among SME; it had few dedicated security resources, an
ngoing yet immature software security initiative, cross-border
orking arrangements, and operated in a strongly competitive
usiness. Thus, it was a relevant case to study, also if we would
nd up with a single-case design (Yin, 2018). We had worked
ith MediumCo before and had good knowledge of the company
nd its context, something that reduced one of the common
hallenges in canonical action research, i.e., to deal with the
rganisational complexity when diagnosing the current situation
Davison et al., 2012). This also made it easier for us to make
n initial instantiation of the meeting concept that matched this
ompany
MediumCo and its development was organised in several

eams, and projects could be performed by one or more teams.
ach of these teams had one or two product owners associated
ith the team. A security officer role was part of the development
epartment, overseeing and supporting the security work in the
eams. In addition, each team had one assigned security champion
8

– a developer with extra attention to security issues. We started
working with a team (in the following referred to as Team A)
where the product owners were technically skilled and interested
in security, thus making them open to try this technique. The
security officer was active in adapting the security intention
meeting concept to the needs of MediumCo.

In the instantiation of the security intention meeting for Medi-
umCo, the status assessment was supported by a checklist con-
sisting of some general questions and a long list of security areas
to consider (See Appendix A). This way the meeting participants
were supported in identifying all the important security issues
to be considered. However, this made the intention setting be
more technical and thorough than originally envisioned (Tøndel
et al., 2019a). In the meetings, participants assessed the status
of already identified security tasks, discussed security needs and
progress related to the security areas in the checklist, and iden-
tified priorities moving forward, including a time for the next
meeting. Participants were product owners, the security officer,
and key representatives from development.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, we facilitated and observed five meet-
ings in Team A. Then we performed interviews with the two
product owners that were considered the key participants in
these meetings. Based on the experiences from Team A, the
company wanted to bring the meeting to another team (Team B).
An introduction to the meeting approach was given by one of the
product owners involved in Team A. In this case, no researcher
was involved as facilitator. Instead, the Product Owner of Team B
did the facilitation. The meeting concept was the same, however,
in this case participants included the full team.

Experiences from MediumCo made us interested to see how
this meeting approach would work in a company with less re-
sources dedicated to security. This led to the recruitment of
SmallCo, a very small development company with close to no
previous experience in software security. They were motivated to
participate, as envisioned changes to their software product port-
folio made it necessary to incorporate more security into their
development activities. Thus, working with SmallCo represented
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Fig. 4. Overview of the technical action research with MediumCo and SmallCo.
n opportunity to see how regular security prioritisation meet-
ngs could support companies with limited security resources and
xperiences, a situation we envision to be common in many SMEs.
After having iterated over the meeting approach with Medi-

mCo, the meeting support material used was refined to make it
ess company specific. Then it was brought to SmallCo. Initially,
e spent some time getting to know the company, as we had not
orked with this company before. This took the form of meetings
nd a company visit. Then, we facilitated eleven meetings, fol-
owed by an interview with the main developer of SmallCo. The
eetings had a similar structure as in MediumCo, but with only
evelopers as participants. However, due to the limited size of
his company these developers had roles also related to security,
nd they were involved in strategic discussions with managers in
he company.

The number of meetings facilitated and observed was based on
ractical considerations as well as principles related to saturation.
n MediumCo, we facilitated enough meetings in Team A to make
he company confident that they could continue with meetings
f they chose to. When meetings were brought to Team B, we
bserved all meetings that were performed. In SmallCo, we ended
p achieving saturation in our observations, with no main new
ssues emerging in the last few meetings. More details on the
eeting model and the support material used in MediumCo and
mallCo can be found in Appendix A and in Table 1.
Technical action research is different from other action re-

earch as it is artifact-driven, not problem driven (Wieringa,
014). Still, it satisfies the principles of canonical action research
Davison et al., 2004; Wieringa and Moralı, 2012). Table 4 pro-
ides an overview of how the technical action research, as applied
n this study, relates to these principles.

.4. Observational case study: UnaidedCo

Case studies study phenomena in their real-world context
Runeson and Höst, 2009; Yin, 2018), and in this case required
company already performing some sort of regular security

rioritisation meeting. Through our interaction with companies,
e identified a company that had such a practice. This happened

s part of work we were doing with this company to identify and

9

evaluate their software security practices. At that point we were
already doing technical action research with MediumCo, and we
saw the opportunity to complement the knowledge gained from
technical action research with a case study of a security meeting
approach that were ongoing and led by the company itself.

The meeting approach had been developed by UnaidedCo in-
dependent of the ideas related to the security intention meeting
series (Tøndel et al., 2019a). However, the meeting had many
similarities with the original security intention meeting concept.
Due to the organisation of the meeting at the department level, no
product owners or similar were present (these were in a different
department). Meeting participants consisted of the department
manager as well as senior employees. Together this group had
security competence, decision making authority, and knowledge
of the development. There was less attention to the setting of
intentions and following them up, as compared with the original
idea. A typical meeting started with going through the status
of previous action points. Then followed an open discussion on
security concerns, with the aim to identify and note down any
such concerns to inform security prioritisations. Then the partic-
ipants decided on action points for the next period. The meeting
happened monthly. More details on the meeting model and the
support material used in MediumCo and SmallCo can be found in
Appendix A and in Table 1.

Fig. 5 provides an overview of the case study with UnaidedCo.
As already stated, it started with interviews aimed to identify and
evaluate current software security practices. Then, we moved on
to observing four security group meetings. These were facilitated
by UnaidedCo, and the first author acted as an observer. Eventu-
ally, we arranged a retrospective that served as an opportunity
for the company to discuss and improve upon their own meeting
practice, as well as an opportunity to get feedback on initial
findings from the observations. This way, we established a basic
overview of the context in which the meetings took place, got
deep knowledge on the meetings through observations, and got
to know the participants’ thoughts on the meetings and their
effect.

The number of meetings observed (4) was agreed with the
company beforehand. We however experienced that few new
issues came up in the meeting observed last, indicating that we
were moving towards saturation in the observations.
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Table 4
Adherence to the principles of canonical action research (Davison et al., 2004).
Canonical action
research principle

Technical action research as performed in this study

1 – the principle of
the researcher–client
agreement

The action research was part of a bigger research project where we had established
NDAs with the companies. The companies agreed that this meeting could be a good
approach for them given their situation, and they agreed to participate in data
collection.

2 – the principle of
the cyclical process
model (diagnosis –
action planning –
intervention –
evaluation – reflection)

For both MediumCo and SmallCo, there were initial activities to understand their needs
and assess the relevance of the security meeting approach as an intervention
(diagnosis). Then, the meeting approach was instantiated for the company (action
planning) before the meeting series started (intervention). In relation to the meeting
there were reflections with the participants on the meeting itself, and the researchers
also made their assessment of how the meetings could be improved (evaluation,
reflection). Based on this, adjustments were made before the next meeting. Evaluation
also happened in semi-structured interviews.

3 – the principle of
theory

The action research was guided by the hypothesis that the artifact would be able to
improve the security prioritisation in the companies. Previous knowledge on influences
on security prioritisation were used to understand the effects of applying the artifact.

4 – the principle of
change through
action

Each cycle aimed to improve the security prioritisation of the company/project, as well
as improve the security meeting approach.

5 – the principle of
learning through
reflection

The researchers and the company representatives reflected on the meetings, both as
part of the meetings themselves and in interviews.
Fig. 5. Overview of the observational case study with UnaidedCo.
.5. Analysis

The analysis approach we applied allowed us to dig deep into
ach case individually, while allowing for the necessary overview
o identify findings and learning points across cases. The analysis
rocess consisted of two main stages, as depicted in Fig. 6. The
irst stage was concerned with analysing each case individually.
his was important, as a main strength of case studies – and
e would claim, also of action research – is to be able to dig
eep into cases and take the wholeness of the case into account
Yin, 2018). Thus, cross-case synthesis, the second analysis stage,
hould be performed with the goal ‘‘to retain the integrity of the
ntire case and then to compare or synthesise any within-case
atterns across the cases’’ (Yin, 2018). These recommendations
nformed the analysis process of this study. We used the same
nalysis strategy for each case, including the same coding struc-
ure. However, synthesis was done on the aggregated findings
rom each case. These aggregated findings were documented in
onger memos. This approach was chosen to ensure we did not
erform a simplified comparison on the variable level but rather
ompared and synthesised findings on the case level (Yin, 2018).
o support cross-case comparison, the findings from each case
ere summarised in a table in an excel sheet, as visualised in
ig. 6. This is in line with recommendations from Miles et al.
2018) of using matrix displays to support cross-case analysis.
his table provided an overview of the findings related to the
ffect identified from the meetings (RQ2), what was found to
ncrease or reduce this effect (RQ1), and what contributed to
r hindered adoption (RQ3). For each entry in the table, it was
tated which case (marked M (MediumCo), S (SmallCo), or U
10
(UnaidedCo) in Fig. 6) it was related to. The entries were sorted
according to the relevant influence category. In Section 4 that
presents the findings, Tables 7, 8, and 10 use the same format
as was used for cross-case synthesis.

The process used for analysing individual cases is depicted
in Fig. 7. All the collected data was imported into the qualita-
tive data analysis software MAXQDA Pro 2020, and deductively
coded within the coding structure shown in Table 5. According
to (Maxwell, 2013), there are three main types of codes. Or-
ganisational categories represent areas you want to investigate.
Substantive categories describe what happened or what was said.
Theoretical categories place the data into a more general abstract
framework. In this study, organisational categories were selected
according to the research questions, as shown in Table 5. These
categories were used to structure the data material, and initial
coding used only these categories to organise the data. This
could be considered indexing, in line with recommendations from
Deterding and Waters (2021), and implied coding larger chunks
of text into the organising categories. Then, for each of the organ-
ising categories, we performed analytical coding into substantive
and theoretical categories. This is in line with recommendations
from Deterding and Waters (2021) to focus on one research
question at a time and to apply only a few analytic codes at the
time to increase the reliability and validity of the coding.

As we were interested in identifying effects on the priority
given to security (RQ1), we used previous knowledge on influ-
ences on security priority as theoretical codes (Tøndel et al.,
2022). Thus, our coding approach was deductive. Our deductive
approach was however not motivated by theory-testing (Wohlin
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Fig. 6. Overview of the analysis process.
Table 5
Overview of coding structure.
Organisational
category — area

Organisational category —
subarea

Theoretical codes Relation to RQs

Adoption Examples of adoption NA RQ3

Examples of non-adoption NA

Reasons for adoption Driving force; Visibility; Motivation; Room
to manouvre; Process match

Challenges to adoption Driving force; Visibility; Motivation; Room
to manouvre; Process match

Effects Positive effects Driving force; Visibility; Motivation; Room
to manouvre; Process match

RQ2

Contributes to effect
– Context-related
– Meeting-related
– Task-related

Driving force; Visibility; Motivation; Room
to manouvre; Process match

RQ1

Hinders effect
– Context-related
– Meeting-related
– Task-related

Driving force; Visibility; Motivation; Room
to manouvre; Process match

RQ1

Challenges and
improvement
suggestions

Challenges in the meeting NA RQ1

Challenges in the context NA

Worked well Worked well in the meeting NA RQ1

Worked well in the context NA
and Aurum, 2015). Rather, it was motivated by a need to ap-
proach and understand this rather broad and abstract concept
(the priority given to security) in a systematic way. For definitions
of the influence categories, see Table 6. As can be seen from
the overview of the coding structure in Table 5, we used these
theoretical categories in the coding related to adoption and effect,
based on the following considerations:

• Effect (RQ2): We had a special interest in identifying and
understanding effects related to security prioritisation, and
these influence categories could help identify effects likely
to have an impact on the prioritisation given to security

• Aspects that contributed to or hindered effects (RQ1): The
five categories structure influences on the priority given to
11
security, and thus could also help identify and structure
influences on the effect of these meetings.

• Reasons and challenges for adoption (RQ3): We hypothe-
sised that these influence categories could also help iden-
tify and structure conditions that influence adoption of the
meetings, as adoption of these meetings can be considered
part of giving security priority.

As was presented in Section 2 and summarised in Fig. 1,
there are many potential effects and recommended strategies that
support the suitability of regular security meetings to achieve
prioritisations and decisions regarding security. The influence
areas we decided to use as theoretical categories in the coding
are part of this foundation. Still, it was important to ensure that
we, by deciding to build on these influence areas, did not exclude
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Fig. 7. Strategy for coding, memoing, and contributing to cross-case synthesis.
Table 6
Influence areas from Tøndel et al. (2022).
Influence area Definition from Tøndel et al. (2022)

Driving force Someone who takes initiative and responsibility for making software security happen. A
negative driving force would actively hinder software security.

Visibility The degree to which security is visible (seen, known about) to stakeholders related to
the project. This includes the visibility of security to developers in their daily coding
activities, to project management and top management, to the customer, and in the
product.

Motivation The willingness to focus on software security, as well as the aspects that cause such
willingness. Reasons for doing or not doing software security, and activities that
provide such reason would be part of this category.

Room to manoeuvre Resources and opportunities to prioritise software security, and to act accordingly. This
might include time, budget, competence, etc.

Process match The ability to fit the security approach into the existing software development process,
so that they align well.
other aspects that could be important as well. We thus performed
a mapping of the effects and recommended strategies identified
from the broader set of literature (and as depicted in Fig. 1) with
the influence areas from Tøndel et al. (2022). This mapping is
shown in Fig. 8. Some of the relations are quite clear, like the
relation between the effect ‘‘Visible and tangible security’’ and
the influence area ‘‘Visibility’’. Other relations were more subtle.
Examples are the effect ‘‘Ongoing priority of security’’ and the
recommended strategy ‘‘Context supportive of emerging security
practices’’. These we consider covered by all the influence areas
in combination. Considering each influence area, driving force
ncludes effects and strategies related to stakeholders as these
an be important driving forces (or the opposite) for security
rioritisation. Visibility includes making security more tangible,
.g., through prioritisation and documentation. Motivation in-
ludes getting towards an ongoing priority of security. Room to
anoeuvre includes aspects related to reflection and learning, as
his supports security knowledge and awareness. Process match
oncerns how the process for security prioritisation and follow
p is organised, including who is involved.
12
After coding, we wrote four longer memos per case (as shown
in Fig. 7), identifying and describing the findings related to the
topic of the memo: adoption, effect, challenges and improve-
ments, and worked well. Fig. 9 provides an example from this
process. The memos offered an opportunity to summarise the
key findings and reflect on them. The key findings were then
again used as input to the cross-case table. As is shown in
Fig. 7, the memos on adoption and effects were organised using
the influence categories, and were used as the main input for
the cross-case table. The memos on challenges and improve-
ments and on what worked well were used to complement the
findings.

4. Findings

In the following we present the findings, organised according
to the research questions. We start by describing the effects of the
meetings (RQ2). Then we move on to presenting lessons learned
on what contributed to or hindered the effect (RQ1). Finally, we
describe findings related to adoption (RQ3).
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Fig. 8. The effects and strategies identified in literature (ref. the overview given in Fig. 1) can be covered by deductive coding based on the influence categories
from Tøndel et al. (2022). Note that the effect ’ongoing priority of security’ and the strategy ’context supportive of emerging security practices’ are covered by all
influence categories in combination.

Fig. 9. Example illustrating the link between the codes, the memos, and the cross-case table.

13
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Table 7
Effects on the influence categories on security priority (M = MediumCo, S = SmallCo, U = UnaidedCo).
Influence category Effect M S U

Driving force Enabling developers to take on responsibility and initiative for
security in their work (including further security meetings)

X X

Visibility Identify, clarify, and document security needs, issues, and tasks X X X

Visibility of the security tasks they are doing, and the security
they currently have in place

X X

Uncover non-functioning security roles/tasks X

Motivation Positive view of the security work and meetings in the
department/company

X X X

Room to manoeuvre Awareness and knowledge building on security X X X

Reuse of knowledge and security work across projects,
opening for reduced cost of security

X X X

Increased confidence on security and on the decisions made,
and opening for getting support for decisions from colleagues

X X

Process match A way to start and continue working with security, including
ideas for how to modify and adapt the approach to better
match their needs

X X
4.1. Effects from the meetings

The meetings brought many positive effects. All meetings led
o the creation of security documentation. SmallCo and Unaid-
dCo reported on direct effects in their development; examples
eing a merge request template, security workshops, develop-
ng an incident response management process, starting to use a
assword manager, implementation of solutions for signatures
nd authentication, improved solution for remote support, the
stablishment of additional security meetings, and fixing of iden-
ified weaknesses. As shown in Table 7, the meetings also brought
ffects related to all the influence categories previously found to
ffect the priority given to security.
Looking at the influence categories, the main effects came

ithin ’room to manoeuvre’ and ‘visibility’. In all three compa-
ies, the meetings helped build security competence and aware-
ess among participants. The discussions brought both general
nd specific security competence relevant for the software being
eveloped, and note-taking made the identified security needs,
ssues, and tasks visible also longer term. There is even evidence
hat this awareness, competence, and visibility spread to individ-
als who did not participate in the meetings (in the following
ermed ‘outsiders’). As meeting participants gained more compe-
ence and confidence on security, they improved their ability to
ct as a driving force for security. Note, however, that the meet-
ngs did not necessarily give more time for security, although
here is some evidence that they made it easier to ask for time
o do security tasks (SmallCo).

The meetings helped get an overview of current security work
nd uncover potentials to improve this work, thus contributing
o more cost-effective security. Improvements identified con-
erned reuse across projects, addressing non-functional security
oles/tasks, and improving the security meetings. The meetings
ffered one way to get started with and continue working with
ecurity.

.2. Lessons learned on meeting organisation

Table 8 gives an overview of identified influences on the effect
f the meeting. In the following we describe lessons learned from
ll the cases when it comes to effectively organising these meet-
ngs. We start with describing the similarities identified across
ases. Then, we bring up the main variations among the cases.
inally, we delve into one overarching issue emerging from the
nalysis: confidence in the software security prioritisations and

heir effect.
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4.2.1. Similarities across the cases
In all three cases, the following aspects of the meeting were

important contributors to the effect:

• A view in the company of security as important and worth-
while (motivation)

• Regular security meetings as regular security reminders to-
wards both participants and outsiders (visibility)

• Participants positioned to take action and bring a security
mindset to outsiders (driving force)

• Participants being positive and engaged towards the meet-
ing and security (motivation), having security competence
and experience (room to manoeuvre)

• Good discussions in the meetings to build awareness and
competence (room to manoeuvre)

• Concrete action points from the meeting (process match)

These contributors could, e.g., play out as follows. UnaidedCo
had for several years experienced an ongoing push for security
and this ensured an opening to spend time and money on security
(including gathering senior people for a security meeting). In
UnaidedCo, participants explained that the meetings helped them
think more about security and made them do more security
tasks, and we observed that when the security meetings were
postponed less security activities seemed to happen. In Medi-
umCo, personal engagement motivated a product owner to take
on responsibility for security tasks despite strong time pressure.
Participants in UnaidedCo stated that the discussions were the
most important part of the meeting. In MediumCo, one of the
product owners held clear action points as the most useful result
of the meetings.

All the studied cases experienced the following challenges in
getting effect from the meeting:

• Important discussion points risked being lost as not all
points seemed to be noted down (visibility)

• A focus on functionality in the company and among cus-
tomers pushed security to the background (motivation)

• Time pressure made it hard to take on responsibility for
and/or perform the action points, or made it hard to set
aside time for necessary security training (room to manoeu-
vre)

In all meetings, one person took responsibility for taking notes,
and usually these notes were made visible to all participants.

Still, we observed that there was a risk of forgetting to write
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Table 8
Overview of influences on the effect of the meeting (M = MediumCo, S = SmallCo, U = UnaidedCo). Note that the term ‘‘outsiders’’ is here used to refer to company
employees not participating in the meeting.
Influence
category

Contributes to the effect M S U Hinders the effect M S U

Driving force Participants that are positioned to take
action and bring a security mindset to
outsiders

X X X

Facilitator that pushes for
documentation and follow up of action
points

X X

Skilled security expert as facilitator and
contributor to the meeting

X X

Visibility Regular meetings mean regular security
reminders (for participants and
outsiders)

X X X Important discussion points can be lost
as not all points seem to be noted down

X X X

Template gives visibility to topics for
discussion and support in identifying
and documenting issues

X X Outsiders may not read security
documentation although it is made
available to them

X X

Template brings attention to similarities
and differences among projects

X Outsiders do not feel they get enough
information from the meeting

X

Actions are taken to bring security
priorities to outsiders

X X Visible costs of security while effects of
security work are less clear X

Security issues visible to outsiders are
easier prioritised

X

Motivation Participants that are engaged and
positive towards the meeting and
security

X X X Focus on functionality in the company
and among customers

X X X

A view in the company of security as
important and worthwhile

X X X Too many prioritised tasks, long list of
issues to address and consider

X

External pushes for security, e.g.,
pentest, customers

X Security tasks that are boring or
unpleasant

X

Room to
manoeuvre

Meeting participants with security
competence and experience

X X X Lack of trust in own judgement —
analysis paralysis

X

Good security discussions in the meeting
build awareness and competence

X X X Challenges in understanding security
terms in the template

X

Template (security areas, questions) that
support discussion and knowledge
building

X Knowledge needs related to practical
security solutions make it hard to
translate decisions into code, etc.

X

Initiatives to bring security competence
to the company

X X Time pressure makes it hard to take on
responsibility for and/or perform the
action points

X X

Room to spend time on security X

Ability to identify a wide variety of
issues quickly in the meeting

X Tasks that are difficult, large, or concern
old systems

X

Having concrete things to discuss helps
justify the time spent in the meeting

X Hard to set aside time for training X

Lack of roles such as sysadmin to
establish security infrastructure, etc.

X

Process match Concrete action points from the meeting X X X Not well placed to deal with non-project
related issues

X X

Ability to include results from meeting
in external planning process

X Participants that are not the right ones
to be responsible for an action point

X X

Small company, low security maturity,
easy to get effects

X Need perspectives from outsiders X

Lack process for following up meeting
results in development

X

Meeting too early or too late during
development

X X
down discussion points, and that it could be challenging to know
what to document and how. Unsurprisingly, all studied com-
panies experienced a push for functionality that impacted the
priority of security. UnaidedCo explained that the product owners
were mainly concerned with functionality. Similarly, MediumCo
explained that customers pay for features, not security. Conse-
quently, it was hard to push for security when the security tasks
could delay development of features. This push for functionality
was somewhat related to time pressure, which was particularly
15
strong in MediumCo. Their most stated reason for skipping se-
curity tasks was time pressure, and all roles experienced such
pressure. One product owner thus explained that the security
meetings mainly served to give him bad conscience, as it made
him aware of all the things he did not manage to do:

‘‘Product owner: It kind of works that you are part of discussions
and contribute with what you know, one hour and every month.
However, it does not happen that much in-between.
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Interviewee: But it does not have an effect that you are reminded
of it every month?

Product owner: Yes, reminds me of it and gets a bad conscience
for everything that should be in Jira, and tasks related to that’’.

.2.2. Variation: participants
The characteristics of the meeting participants varied across

he cases, as shown in Table 9. The cases had different needs to
e met by the meetings. This can explain the variations, as all
ave their benefits and challenges. In the following we point to
essons learned when it comes to meeting participants.

It was important to have security competence in the meeting
room to manoeuvre), but it was not necessary to only have
articipants with security competence. To illustrate, in SmallCo
he security competence was held by the facilitator who could
xplain terms, point to potential challenges, question assump-
ions, and point towards solutions. Further, the need for security
ompetence did not mean there had to be a security expert in
he meeting; many of the participants with developer, architect,
r product owner roles had sufficient competence to identify and
iscuss security issues and mitigations. We, however, observed
ariations in depth and speed of discussion that may be related
o security expertise and driving force. The clearest example of
aluing efficiency over depth was found when bringing the meet-
ng to a new team at MediumCo. Here the product owner leading
he meeting managed to go through the full template, including
ll the 13 security areas, in 75 min. The previous meetings in
ediumCo that were facilitated by a security expert, had spent
onsiderably more time on each security area, digging deeper and
sking hard questions on assumptions.
The meeting needed participants positioned to take respon-

ibility for the tasks prioritised in the meeting (process match,
oom to manoeuvre). In UnaidedCo, meeting participants were
iven responsibility for security action points, while other tasks
ere normally the responsibility of team leads. Thus, the secu-
ity tasks were not fully integrated in their process. However,
ssigning responsibility for security tasks to the team leads was
hallenging as they were not participants in the security meet-
ngs, and thus not present to report on the status of the action
oints. For MediumCo, meeting participants lacked the capacity
o take on responsibility for more tasks due to time pressure.
hus, there were discussions on whether to add participants who
ere better positioned to do the necessary work on the action
oints (e.g., a security champion or developer). Further, many
f the meeting discussions in MediumCo covered topics that
nvolved operations or other development teams. Thus, partici-
ants lacked knowledge to make realistic assumptions about the
isk, and many of the issues and action points identified were
oncerned with gathering more information.

.2.3. Variation: meeting scope
The meetings we studied either had a department scope or a

roject and team scope, and both scopes had their benefits and
hallenges (primarily related to process match). Regarding ben-
fits, the department-scope of UnaidedCo made their meetings
ell placed to make decisions that affected the whole department
nd not only one project or team. Several department level ini-
iatives stemmed from these meetings, including a merge request
emplate and hacker workshops. The project-scoped meetings
f MediumCo and SmallCo were able to dig deeper into the
ndividual projects, but also cross-cutting security concerns were
iscussed. Although the department-level meetings were well po-
itioned to support learning across projects and technology, such
ffects were also seen in MediumCo where cross-team learning
appened through participants being involved in security work
n several projects. And as stated by the developer in SmallCo:
16
‘‘We have talked about one project, but I have always kept in mind
all the other projects’’.

Challenges were more prominent in the project-scoped meet-
ings. Both scopes experienced issues falling between two stools;
security issues could concern another development team (Medi-
umCo), operations (MediumCo), or be too big to address within
current plans (UnaidedCo). However, project-scoped meetings
had more challenges in acting on cross-cutting concerns. Both
scopes experienced challenges related to keeping a lifecycle per-
spective; also UnaidedCo found it harder to make security happen
in existing vs. new systems. However, a product owner at Medi-
umCo advocated for a product scope rather than a project scope
in the meetings, as software changes were made also for products
not in active development in a project; ‘‘A customer comes and
wants to pay 50 000 NOK to add a button, and then we add that
button. This does not become a project, and then there is no security
decisions meeting (. . . ). We make a change; we spend two weeks and
make a change and that’s it’’.

Challenges related to meeting scheduling were specific for
project-level meetings. When scheduling meetings too early in
the project, there was not enough information to make security
prioritisations and decisions. Changes to projects were normal,
especially in the beginning, thus there were considerations on
how long to wait for things to settle. Further, there were concerns
about when to revisit previous assumptions. When starting the
meetings too late, the option to influence the project plans and
estimations were largely lost. We observed a risk that the meeting
could be experienced as a security kick-off for a project, without
this leading to regular security meetings as was the intention.

4.2.4. Variation: support material
Both SmallCo and MediumCo used support material in form

of security areas and security questions in their meetings (see
Appendix A). Observations pointed to a potential effect in both
companies, related to triggering ideas for discussion, aiding in
documentation, supporting awareness and knowledge building,
and building confidence in the assessments made (visibility, room
to manoeuvre). The material supported the experienced facili-
tator, and even allowed the product owner in the new team
at MediumCo to run the meeting after being introduced to the
material. In SmallCo, it offered a way to get started with the
big topic of security, by breaking security into more manageable
pieces, and it brought visibility to topics that had not been much
considered in their solutions before; ‘‘The biggest advantage is that
you know a bit more, it is more structured what to talk about. It is
easier to remember what we have talked about, and what we have
not talked about’’ (developer SmallCo). These effects came despite
both companies identifying many potential improvements to the
material. Note, however, that UnaidedCo did not use such support
and still covered a broad set of security aspects in the dis-
cussions, produced organised security documentation, and built
competence and awareness on security.

4.2.5. Variation: company’s size and security maturity
Our study included a very small company just starting to

work with software security (SmallCo), as well as medium-sized
companies that already had experience with software security
(MediumCo and UnaidedCo). SmallCo experienced challenges re-
lated to room to manoeuvre, while MediumCo and UnaidedCo
experienced challenges related to process match and visibility.

Competence was important in all cases, but as a small com-
pany with few developers and technical resources, SmallCo ex-
perienced that a lack of practical security skills was a hindrance
for implementing security measures. Further, as they lacked roles
such as sysadmin, developers had to take broader responsibility
for practical tasks. In, e.g., MediumCo, such roles were filled,
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Table 9
Observed variations that can be related to the selection of participants.
Case Participants Benefits Challenges Main effect

MediumCo —
initial project

Small set of participants
with decision making
power and competence.
Facilitation by security
expert.

Good discussions,
confidence.

Individuals highly
pressured for time,
lacked involvement in
all parts of the
project.

Addressed the need to identify
security issues not explicit in
customer requirements and get
towards solving the security
issues.

MediumCo —
new team

Full team. Facilitation by
product owner.

Broad awareness of
security issues.

Efficiency over depth
in discussions. Did
not redo the meeting.

Identification and
documentation of issues.

SmallCo Two developers.
Facilitation by security
expert.

Developers that could
bring improved
security focus.

Need additional
meetings to bring
broader changes.

Got started, built competence,
established new practices.

UnaidedCo Seniors. Facilitation by
manager.

Reach key actors in
the department,
positioned to make
changes.

Get broader effects,
reach beyond the
participants, get tasks
prioritised by team
leaders.

Identified, documented, and
addressed issues. Support for
participants in their ongoing
attention to security.
and more competence was available, but the challenges were
related to company silos and security concerns being viewed
as part of someone else’s responsibility. To exemplify, the new
team applying the meeting found that for many issues they were
dependent on third parties, other teams, or operations. However,
these issues were generally skipped in the discussions, thus no
action was made to ensure that they were in fact addressed.

Integration into the larger development process was challeng-
ng for the medium-sized companies. In MediumCo, the product
wners were used to doing refinement in Jira. There was, how-
ver, no surrounding security process that ensured action points
rom the meetings were followed up on, e.g., by adding them to
ira. In UnaidedCo, security tasks were generally not included as
ser stories and added to Target Process and their Kanban. Thus,
n both companies there was a need to remember to look at a
eparate list/page for security tasks. Adding the security tasks
nto Jira or TargetProcess was, however, not without challenges.
n MediumCo, Jira was explained as already being filled with too
uch information, making it hard to navigate. It was thus easier

o get an overview of all security decisions in a Confluence page.
n UnaidedCo, adding all security concerns to Target Process was
ot an option, as the information was considered too sensitive to
tore in a Cloud solution. Note that, on a related point, UnaidedCo
uccessfully included larger security tasks in yearly plans for the
epartment, showing that integration with the planning process
lready in place could be effective.
Both SmallCo and UnaidedCo took action to spread informa-

ion from the meetings to outsiders. In SmallCo it was easy for the
articipants to discuss the meetings informally with other em-
loyees, including management. Still, they started a new security
eeting series with management. UnaidedCo spread information

rom the meetings in weekly department-level status meetings
nd in emails — with meetings being most effective. Still, out-
iders expressed that they wanted more information from the
ecurity meetings, and roles outside the department (such as
roduct owners) most likely did not know about these meetings
nd the prioritisations made there. Broad sharing of information
as however challenging, as much of the security documentation
reated in the meetings was considered highly sensitive. Further,
aking security documentation available to a broader set of

ndividuals did not imply that this documentation was read and
nderstood by others.

.2.6. Variation: maturity of meeting series
Challenges to the meetings varied depending on whether the

eeting series was just starting, or whether it had been go-

ng on for some time. Initial challenges included understanding

17
how much time to set aside, and clearly communicating the
goal and structure of the meeting (MediumCo). Further on, chal-
lenges included how to proceed when all security areas had
been discussed, and when to revisit assumptions (SmallCo). After
meetings had been going on for a long time, the number of issues
identified but not yet addressed could be challenging to manage
(UnaidedCo) — as stated in the retrospective of UnaidedCo: if you
should go through the to-do list, this is the whole meeting.

4.2.7. Overarching issue: confidence in the software security priori-
tisation and follow-up

Experiences from UnaidedCo showed that prioritisation and
concretisation of tasks were important prerequisites for action.
Security discussions took place also before they started with this
meeting series, but those discussions usually did not lead to
actions, as there was no clear process for following up on the
issues. Due to the meeting series, all these issues were docu-
mented, and they ended up with a long list of security issues.
To start addressing the issues, prioritisation became important.
But prioritisation was also challenging. The retrospective showed
that often more action points were prioritised than what was
realistic to address before the next meeting, leading to erosion
of responsibility.

Challenges related to prioritisation were found within all in-
fluence categories. In all the studied cases it was difficult for
the observer to understand why some issues were prioritised
over other issues, indicating unclear prioritisation criteria. The
developer from SmallCo talked about the risk of analysis paralysis,
especially if participants lacked confidence in own ability to make
good security decisions. For UnaidedCo, it was challenging to
manage the long list of concerns identified over the course of all
meetings, and thus it seemed easier to prioritise newly identified
concerns. Furthermore, tasks that were boring (e.g., fixing an
existing system) or unpleasant (e.g., could cause down-time or
required work outside of normal working hours) were less likely
to be prioritised.

Prioritisation also happened outside of meetings, and in re-
lation to the totality of the tasks that the participants were
expected to address. This prioritisation (security vs. features)
was described as more challenging than the prioritisation among
security tasks happening in the meetings. In the meetings, we
observed that when action points had not been addressed, there
was often little discussion as to why this was the case. Thus one
missed the opportunity to learn about barriers to security work
and improve how action points were addressed in the future. All
observed meetings benefited from an open and non-judgemental
tone where participants were willing to share knowledge needs

and insecurities. However, the need to hold participants account-
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ble for following up on their responsibilities for action points
as slightly neglected.

.3. Conditions leading to adoption

An overview of what contributed to or hindered the adoption
f the meeting, both shorter and longer term, is given in Table 10.
n the following we describe mainly what we found to be impor-
ant for longer-term adoption. The meetings that were adopted
onger term were the monthly security group meetings at Un-
idedCo, that had been going on for some time before our study,
nd the monthly management meetings on security, that were
tarted by SmallCo while we did our study with them. Further,
mallCo included security in daily meetings among developers.
he meetings we initiated in SmallCo and MediumCo were not
ontinued.
The meetings that were adopted longer-term shared some

haracteristics. Though both SmallCo and UnaidedCo were trig-
ered by external security experts in initiating their meetings,
he meeting approach they applied had been created by the
ompany itself, and was driven by key individuals from develop-
ent. Both companies applied cross-project meetings. Moreover,
anagement in both companies acknowledged the importance of
pending time on security, and the time needed for the meetings
as perceived as acceptable.
Offering a good process match was supportive of adoption,

lthough not enough to ensure or hinder adoption (process match
ould be achieved over time). It was considered beneficial to have
n easy approach that could be done efficiently, and that could
e adapted to the needs of the company. On the other hand,
t was challenging with security meetings that were somewhat
‘on the side’’ of their development process, and thus had to be
emembered and prioritised over ‘‘real development tasks’’, with
ach development project needing to consider when to start with
ecurity meetings.
In both cases where we brought in the support material and

elped facilitate the meetings, these ended up not being adopted.
he reasons put out were limited need for such a thorough ap-
roach in the new projects they had currently initiated (SmallCo),
nd time pressure of product owners in combination with no cen-
ral security officer role that continued to push for the meetings
MediumCo). These are all aspects of the context. Thus, we cannot
onclude that aspects of the support material or the agenda of
hese meetings prevented adoption. On the contrary, SmallCo
xpressed an intention to continue using this support material;
hat excel sheet was really good, so we need to remember to use
hat! (statement from observation notes).

. Discussion

We started this article with introducing the concept of con-
inuous software security. This concept implies that software
ecurity is treated as a key concern throughout the software’s
ifecycle (Fitzgerald and Stol, 2014). For this to happen, litera-
ure points to the need to reach key stakeholders with software
ecurity, to make security more visible and tangible, and to pri-
ritise security in an ongoing manner (Fig. 1). In this section we
elate our findings to the literature, and identify implications for
esearch and practice. We organise the discussion according to
he topics we identified from literature in Fig. 1, and we use bold

henever we refer to topics in that figure.

18
The meetings contributed towards ongoing priority of secu-
ity directly through the activities that happened in the meeting,
and through positive effects within all the influence categories
related to security priority (Table 7). This included contributions
towards visible and tangible security. The effects observed re-
semble those found for related techniques (Fig. 2) in that the
meetings led to concrete security improvements, and the strongest
effects were related to visibility, competence, and awareness
of security. Thus, we claim that such effects can be expected
from security meetings in general. However, literature points
to stronger effects of security workshops in smaller companies,
compared to larger and more mature ones (Weir et al., 2021). In
the study by Weir et al. (2021), this finding may, however, be
due to organisational turmoil in one of the large companies they
studied, rather than their approach (Weir et al., 2020a). We found
that the meetings were effective in all cases, but that it was easier
to get effects in the smaller and less mature company (SmallCo).

Implication for practice:
(P1) Regular security meetings are recommended for small
and medium sized development companies that need to
strengthen their software security maturity.

Implication for research
(R1) As we found that regular security meetings can be effec-
tive in smaller companies, further research should study what
role (if any) regular security meetings can play in larger and
more mature organisations, and how they should be organised
in these contexts to support adoption and be effective.

The meetings’ ability to reach key stakeholderswas related to
who was participating in the meeting, although we experienced
that the effects of the meeting could reach beyond participants.
Relevant strategies when deciding on participants are stake-
holder involvement and co-creation and situated learning, but
these need to be balanced towards the concern that larger meet-
ings tend to be less effective (Stray et al., 2016). The variations
among the cases concerning meeting participants, all had their
pros and cons (Table 9), and it appears that there is no one-
size-fits-all in this respect, as different participants may serve
diverse needs (Weir et al., 2020a). Recommendations on whether
to include the full team, a security expert, managers, and product
owners come up in literature (see Fig. 2). Experiences from our
study relate to these recommendations in the following way:

• Literature highlights the importance of involving the full
team and not only seniors (see Fig. 2). Both MediumCo and
UnaidedCo violated this recommendation, and still found
the meetings effective. However, we found that the meeting
needed some participants with room to take on responsi-
bility for security tasks, and seniors may experience more
time-pressure hindering them to take on this responsibility.

• Literature conflicts on whether meetings need a security
expert (Weir et al., 2020a; Bernsmed et al., 2022). We found
involvement of a security expert to be beneficial, and prob-
ably necessary when initial security competence was low
(as in SmallCo). However, a security expert was unnec-
essary when at least some participants were aware and
knowledgeable about security.

• Previous findings that facilitation by management is benefi-
cial (Weir et al., 2021) is somewhat supported (UnaidedCo).
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• The importance of product owner participation is unclear
in literature and in our study. Weir et al. (2021) found sur-
prisingly few effects of involving the product owner. In our
study, product owners were involved in MediumCo but not
in UnaidedCo. Both report on challenges that functionality
is prioritised over security, and one of the product owners
of MediumCo expressed that the meeting mainly led to bad
conscience, not improved security.

Implication for practice:
(P2) When selecting participants, consider what are the main
needs for your team/project/company. If you are in dire
need of security competence, consider involving a security
expert with the full team, alternatively a security expert
with individuals interested in security, who can spread secu-
rity competence and awareness to their team (e.g., security
champions). If you need decision making power and com-
petence, consider involving senior people. If communication
and overview is a main need, consider involving participants
across silos (e.g., both from dev and ops).
(P3) Include participants who can take responsibility for
security tasks in development.
(P4) If possible, have a manager as facilitator of the meetings.

Implication for research:
(R2) As our results suggest that there is no one-size-fits-all
regarding meeting participants, companies need guidance on
which participants to include for varying meeting aims and
contexts.

Weir et al. (2020a) recommended ‘‘the promotion of soft-
are development security as a systemic, rather than purely a
evelopment team, matter’’. Literature shows that awareness of
ecurity weaknesses is not enough to induce change (Palombo
t al., 2020). Clearly, a meeting alone cannot create a context sup-
ortive of emerging security practices. It does not replace the
eed to address the more structural and systemic blockers that
inder developers and product owners in prioritising security in
ractice, but it can support identification of these blockers. For
his, product owner participation appears important but not nec-
ssary; discussions of systemic blockers and conflicting demands
ook place in all cases. However, these were often hard to address
n practice and they could easily be viewed out of scope for the
eeting, especially if the meeting had a project scope.

Implication for practice
(P5) Product owners can have an important role to play in
the meetings, but beware that meeting participation will not
necessarily change the priority they give to security if systemic
blockers are not addressed.
(P6) Discussing reasons for not doing security work (without
assigning blame), is one potential way to get more insight into
the blockers that are present.
(P7) If there is a strong need for overarching changes, a
department-level meeting may be called for.

Implication for research
(R3) Systemic blockers for software security came up in meet-
ing discussions, indicating that security meetings can address
such blockers. Still, more knowledge is needed on how to posi-
tion and structure security meetings to best address systemic
concerns, including how to document and follow up on such
concerns within and beyond the meetings.
19
Literature advocates for emerging security practices (in con-
trast to prescribed practices) (Türpe and Poller, 2017; Weir et al.,
2020a). Our study support this; the practices that are adopted
longer term are those that emerged in the companies. Further,
we hypothesise that emerging practices can be better positioned
to deal with challenges in the context that may hinder security
work, such as time-pressure — a prominent challenge in literature
(Fig. 2) and in our study. The studied companies were able to
select a meeting schedule that suited their need, and thus time
for the meeting seemed not to be a main issue, although meetings
were sometimes postponed. To ensure continuous adoption, we
would highlight the importance of having a strong driving force
for the meeting, someone with the authority to invite the right
participants, facilitate the meeting, and ensure meetings are ar-
ranged regularly. We identified a potential need to change the
meeting as a project progresses (SmallCo) and as the number
of identified concerns increases (UnaidedCo). Although findings
suggest that a good process match is supportive of adoption,
this can be achieved over time. An engaged facilitator can take
responsibility for making strategic decisions on how to improve
the meeting, and adjust to changes in the needs of a project
and/or company.

Implication for practice:
(P8) Adopt your own meeting approach that suits your needs
(including your level of time-pressure), rather than copying
an approach from others. This does not exclude learning from
others’ experiences.
(P9) Ensure that someone is championing the meeting, and
that this person has the necessary authority and motivation to
make the meeting happen regularly and make improvements.

Implication for research:
(R4) As results indicate that meeting effectiveness can change
with time, companies can benefit from guidance on how to
ensure meeting adoption and efficiency in varying stages (e.g.,
as a project progresses or as the company matures).

The scope of the studied meetings varied, with some taking a
project-scope and others a department-scope. We cannot claim
that one is always better than the other, although some benefits
were identified with a department scope (stronger ability to ad-
dress more overarching concerns and cover products not in active
development). We also saw a potential challenge with project-
scope meetings in that each project must remember to initiate
its meeting series.

Implication for practice:
(P10) If you go for a project-specific security meeting, ensure
that the meeting becomes part of routines so that the meet-
ing is remembered for all projects. Further, consider whether
there is a need for meetings also for key products not under
active development.

Implication for research:
(R5) Our results slightly favour department-scoped meetings,
and we speculate that this is related to us studying smaller
companies where such broader-scoped meetings may be more
feasible than in larger companies. More knowledge is needed
to determine what meeting scope is most effective in varying
contexts.
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In the meetings, time for security reflection and discussion
as highly important for the effect of the meetings. This is in

ine with experiences from similar techniques (Fig. 2). The effect
as however linked to documentation; there was a need to
nsure key discussion points were documented (and not lost
ruzes et al., 2018; Tøndel et al., 2019b), and visible documen-
ation supported the discussions (Stray et al., 2016). This study
s not conclusive on how to structure the discussions and the
ocumentation. Meetings were successful both with and without
upport material. Support material in form of a checklist has been
uggested as an improvement to the security workshops studied
y Weir et al. (2020a). The main benefits of the support material
s used in this study was that it made security more concrete
nd manageable, structured the discussions, gave confidence,
nd supported non-experts as meeting facilitators. However, we
re not aware that the companies continued using it after the
tudy.

Implication for practice:
(P11) Meetings should allow ample time for discussions; thus,
the agenda should not be too rigid.
(P12) One participant should be responsible for taking notes.
(P13) Notes on a shared screen, including notes from previous
meetings, can support discussions.

Implication for research:
(R6) Though this study sheds light on the potential benefits
of using support material in security meetings, the necessity
of such material is not clear. The potential role of support
material should be investigated further, including when such
support is most needed, what support is effective for which
types of meetings and contexts (e.g., with a department-scope
vs. a project-scope), and how the needs for support mate-
rial can vary with time as the company’s security maturity
changes.

Positive effects of the meetings were observed in all the
tudied cases, despite all cases struggling with how to get the
ost effect from the meetings. We even discovered a potential

or the meeting to contribute with more cost-effective secu-
ity, e.g., through supporting reuse across project and address
on-functional security roles and tasks. Security prioritisation
nd follow up was essential for getting these positive effects.

Still, confidence in the decisions was challenging, and it was
not always clear how the security priorities were made. Similar
challenges have been identified also for other security meeting
types (Fig. 2).

Studies show that not all security vulnerabilities are exploited
Nayak et al., 2014). Thus, to arrive at cost-effective security, it is
mportant to address those issues most likely to cause problems.
et, we observed that questions like ‘‘what is most important?’’
ften remained unanswered in the meetings, whereas other cri-
eria (e.g., ease, concreteness) tended to be more used in the
rioritisation.
A learning point from the meetings was that it was important

o spread information to outsiders. Prioritisation of security did
ot only happen in the meetings — the prioritisation of secu-
ity vs. features and other tasks that happened outside of the
eetings was even more challenging than the prioritisation that
appened in the meeting.
20
Implication for practice:
(P14) Beware of the tendency to prioritise easy and concrete
tasks and newly identified tasks, without considering whether
they are the most important tasks.
(P15) Beware of prioritising too many action points in a meet-
ing. It is better to identify a few action points that end up
being addressed, than identifying many action points where
the understanding is that all will not be addressed.
(P16) For those action points that are prioritised, there is a
need to ensure that they are concrete, and that responsibility
and deadline are properly defined.
(P17) As the number of identified concerns grow, consider
pruning the list outside of the meeting, to avoid overload and
make the meeting more engaging.
(P18) Actions should be taken to bring information from the
security meetings to a broader set of individuals. Sharing of
such information in person (e.g., in meetings rather than on
email) is preferred.

Implication for research:
(R7) As results indicate that security meetings can con-
tribute to more cost-effective security, future research could
investigate how meetings can be organised to support cost-
effectiveness and how this cost-effectiveness can be assessed
and made visible.
(R8) Research can contribute with prioritisation and decision-
making support and strategies to be used in security meetings,
to address the overarching challenge of confidence in security
prioritisation.
(R9) Companies can benefit from improved strategies for com-
municating priorities from the meeting, and integrating them
into their way of working.

6. Threats to validity

In the following we discuss the threats to the validity of our
study results, using the classification scheme suggested for case
studies (Runeson and Höst, 2009; Yin, 2018).

Construct validity can be defined as the ‘‘accuracy with which
a case study’s measures reflect the concepts being studied’’ (Yin,
2018) (Runeson and Höst, 2009). The concept of security priority
is important in this study; we were interested in understanding
the effects these meetings had on security prioritisation. ’Security
priority’ was operationalised through five influence categories:
driving force, visibility, motivation, room to manoeuvre, and pro-
cess match (Tøndel et al., 2022). These influence categories stem
from one case study, and thus cannot be said to be an estab-
lished theory on what brings priority to security in ASD. We are
however not aware of the existence of such a theory. Though
stemming from one case study, these influences are prominent
also in the broader literature (Tøndel et al., 2022), strengthening
our assumption that they would be relevant also in the contexts
studied in this paper. We did find these influence categories
useful in structuring and reasoning about our findings, something
that supports their relevance. Still, there is a need for more stud-
ies that can form a stronger theoretical basis for understanding
what brings priority to security in ASD. Measuring the effect on
security prioritisation was however challenging, also with the
use of these influence categories. Effects could be quite invisible
(e.g., knowledge, motivation) and they could manifest outside of
the meetings. Thus, we relied on participants reporting this effect

in meetings or in interviews/retrospective.
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Internal validity is concerned with causal relations and the
isk that effects observed may have been caused by factors not
onsidered in the study (Runeson and Höst, 2009). In qualitative
tudies, internal validity can be supported by strategies such as
riangulation, thick descriptions, linking results to theory, seeking
egative evidence, considering rival explanations, and having par-
icipants find the conclusions accurate (Miles et al., 2018). These
trategies were applied in this study. Still, there are potential bi-
ses. The influence categories used in the analysis helped relate to
he broad concept of security prioritisation. However, by building
his strongly on these influence categories, that we ourselves had
eveloped in a previous case study, there is a risk of confirmation
ias. This study did not use these influence categories in order to
onfirm them. Still, the categories informed our understanding of
ecurity prioritisation and may have led us to see prioritisation
hat was not there, or miss aspects of prioritisation that we
ad not previously identified. However, these risks would be
here also with a more inductive analysis approach, although less
isible.
We acknowledge that in the cases where we used action

esearch, our influence as researchers was considerable (Petersen
nd Gencel, 2013). We helped develop the meeting used in
mallCo and MediumCo, and thus there is a risk of bias related
o us wanting this meeting to succeed. We have been aware of
his risk throughout. Also note that the findings tip in favour of
epartment level meetings (which we did not initially suggest). It
s likely that our presence as researchers influenced the meetings
e studied. Participants may have wanted to let the meetings
e facilitated (MediumCo, SmallCo) look good to please us as
esearchers. They may also have wanted the meetings they or-
anised (UnaidedCo) to come out as successful. We took care to
egularly reflect on our influence as researchers, as part of the
bservation template. In interviews we made sure to express a
eed to not only hear about the good aspects of the meetings,
ut that we wanted to know about the challenging parts as well,
o that we could improve. Our impression is that participants
rusted us enough to give us their honest feedback. For us, it was
articularly important that participants were honest about what
hey saw as effects of the meeting, as we did not have direct ways
o measure this. In addition to encouraging participants to give
onest feedback, we considered rival explanations in our analysis.
o exemplify, in the study we saw that it was easier to get and
ee the effects of the meeting when you started from ‘‘nothing’’
as in SmallCo). But then, what we saw as effects might not be
ffects of the meeting approach but rather effects of starting to
ork on security and to interact with external security experts.
hus, we were restrictive in claiming something to be effects of
he meeting and made efforts to point to contextual factors that
ould be important for the effects.
External validity ‘‘is concerned with to what extent it is pos-

ible to generalise the findings, and to what extent the findings
re of interest to other people outside the investigated case’’
Runeson and Höst, 2009). As is common for case studies and
ction research, there are many contexts and many meeting
pproaches that we have not considered in this study. However,
tudying three companies with varying meeting operationali-
ations, allowed for identifying similarities. Thus, it pointed us
owards findings that are likely to be shared by more than one
ontext/meeting type. To support readers in judging whether the
indings might be relevant for their context, we provided details
n the company contexts and the meetings we studied (within
21
the limitation that the anonymity of the companies should not
be compromised). Note that the companies we have studied
are of small or medium size, and we expect that results for
larger companies may vary considerably from the findings in this
study.

Reliability ‘‘is concerned with to what extent the data and the
nalysis are dependent on the specific researchers’’ (Runeson and
öst, 2009). In our study, reliability is supported through the use
f an observation template, the recording and transcription of
nterviews, and the clear protocol for analysing the data. Further,
ata triangulation and member checking (as part of interviews,
etrospectives, and the sharing of the draft research report) help
upport reliability. To exemplify, in interviews and retrospectives
e took care to let the participants present their view, without

irst bringing in our understanding. Still, we also used the oppor-
unity to provide our understanding when relevant, and get the
nterviewee to respond to that. We also shared a previous draft of
his article with key study participants, and the feedback received
upport the validity of the findings. In the action research part of
ur study, two researchers were involved, where one took the
ain role as facilitator and the other did the data collection and
nalysis, thus being able to take a more external view of the
eeting. Having only one researcher doing the analysis repre-
ents a threat to reliability. However, findings were discussed
mong the two researchers at several points throughout analysis.
eplication is a general challenge for action research studies as it
elies heavily on a trust relationship between the researcher and
he company (Wieringa, 2014). However, to support replication
n theory, we have provided details about the data collection in-
truments and the meeting concept used, as well as our approach
o analysis.

. Conclusion

This article proposes regular security meetings as a strategy
or continuous software security, and reports on a study of such
eetings in three companies. The studied meetings varied in
cope (project/team or department), participants (full team, se-
iors), support material, and context (small to medium size, low
o medium security maturity).

Results from this study show that regular security meetings
an contribute to ongoing priority of security, more visible and
angible security, and can reach key stakeholders — all these
ffects are called for in literature. Based on the lessons learned
rom the cases, we identify implications for practice and for
esearch.

For practitioners, we find evidence that regular security meet-
ngs are useful for small and medium sized development com-
anies that need to strengthen their software security maturity.
ompanies should seek to adopt a meeting approach aligned with
heir own needs, this includes selecting a meeting scope, partic-
pants, a meeting schedule, and a meeting structure. However,
he lessons learned from this study can give some directions,
.g., pointing out the need for participants able to take respon-
ibility for tasks, the importance of having time for discussions,
nd benefits and pitfalls of a department scope vs. a project
cope.
For future research, we point to the need for more compe-

ence to improve the ability to support companies in selecting a
eeting approach that suits their needs. This includes knowledge
n how meetings should be adapted to different contexts and
eeds, knowledge on how to position the meeting to address
ystemic blockers for software security, and knowledge on the
ole of support material in different meeting models.
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Fig. 10. Excerpt from Confluence page of MediumCo.
Table 10
Influences on adoption (M = MediumCo, S = SmallCo, U = UnaidedCo).
Influence
category

Contributes to the adoption M S U Hinders the adoption M S U

Driving force Someone with authority initiating and
inviting to meetings

X X X

Participants are senior people X

Visibility

Motivation Participants that are motivated to meet
and discuss security

X X X Not all projects have a clear security
need, thus meeting not always necessary

X

A general push for security in the
company

X X

Room to
manoeuvre

The cost of security meetings is accepted X Challenging to set aside time X X

The meeting is considered easy to do,
and can be done quickly

X X

Process match Ability to adapt the meeting to own
needs

X Disconnected from the ‘‘real work’’ they
are doing that is more urgent

X

The practice of deciding on a time for
the next meeting

X X Initial project work is creative and
exploring, not considering security, etc.

X

If it turns out that all projects have
similar security needs, a checklist may
be a better option

X
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Appendix A. Meeting approach used by the companies

The meetings in UnaidedCo had the following structure. In the
beginning of the meeting, they went through the list of activities
that was prioritised in the previous meeting, to assess status. In
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Table 11
Overview of areas covered by the support material, as used in SmallCo.

Area Supporting questions

Overall concerns Level of security we aim
for

Why is security important in this project?
What are our main assets that we need to secure?
What are our main security concerns in this project?
Are there explicit security requirements from the tender/customer?

Analysis and training
needs

Compared to previous projects, are there new types of technology, new types of security requirements,
new types of threats, new types of assets?
Do we plan considerable design changes in existing solutions?
Do we have the necessary overview to understand the security risks in the solution?
Are we aware of areas where we lack the necessary security competence?

Security coding and
testing practices

Do we have the necessary coding practices to ensure the security of our code is according to our
needs?
Is the current practice of code review sufficient?
Do we need specific types of testing for security?
What about pentesting?

Security areas Privacy What sensitive data is handled by the project?

Authentication and
password management

Which authentication and password mechanisms will be used here and where?

Authorisation and role
management

What is the RBAC for the front-end and back-end?
What are the database user accounts and privileges?
Which privileges will operations have on the databases?
Which privileges others will have?
Does some actions need extra authentication?

Session management Is there any type of session definition for a ‘‘Device?’’ Do we need to document this?

Cryptography and key
management

Where are we using Tokens and Keys for authentication?
Which are they?
Do we have a procedure that is good for managing these? Should we have changes in the way we do
things today?

Network security Are there any requirements to be added based on the list of equipment?
Do we need a better description of how the connections will be done and who will be part of this?
What are the requirements for the network setup on the Server side?
Who will be responsible for intrusion detection?
What are the trust boundaries here?
Do we need to describe back-end access and how it is secured?
How is the access to the network? What will be the privileges?

Audit logging and
analysis

Which logging is needed for different reasons, such as repudiation and for detecting attacks or
problems in the system?
Is there any logging of actions we should do for cases of auditing in our systems?

Attack detection Who is responsible for doing performing attack detection?
Do we depend on any other parties, e.g., where we are not the only one officially managing the
network and resources?
Which type of attacks will we try to detect?
Will we revoke a device after it was registered?
How do we assure the integrity of the data about devices?
Can we revoke registration of a device? Which situations should we do that?

Incident management What incidents can happen?
What procedures do we need to have in place for incident management?
Do we need to train for any specific incidents?

Physical security What are the components that we need to physically protect?
How will we protect these components?
What is it that we are assuming that makes the device secure in the platform?
Can we revoke registration of a device? Which situations should we do that?
Are there recommendations that we need to give to the customers?

Availability protection Which types of assets are important to be available all the time?
When do we need to take backup?
Who is responsible of backup of what?
What are the requirements to backup of data?

(continued on next page)
cases where other security activities had been done that were not
on the list, these were also informed about and discussed. Then
followed an open discussion about security concerns that should
be noted down and addressed. After this open discussion, they
opened the excel sheet where they had recorded all previously
identified security concerns. This excel sheet contained a short
description of each concern, in addition to information on which
application it concerned, what was the status, what was the prior-
ity, and who (if any) was responsible. Then, after going through
the excel sheet, they decided on a set of activities to focus on
23
in the next period. Throughout the meeting facilitator took notes
that were shown on screen. Notes could be taken directly in a
meeting memo, or in the excel sheet.

The meeting in MediumCo and SmallCo had a different struc-
ture. These meetings made use of support material that offered a
set of areas to cover and questions to aid in making decisions.
These were organised in a Confluence page in MediumCo and
an excel sheet in SmallCo. The security areas were adapted from
Firesmith (2003) for use in MediumCo, and the questions were
initially developed based on the needs of the first project where
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Table 11 (continued).
Area Supporting questions

Data security and
integrity

Who will take care of the integrity of the data that we get from third parties? Do we need to worry
about this?
On cases of corruption of the data, how do we recover?
Which types of procedures for database protections for the back end we will have?
How are we planning to make sure the data on each device is correct and updated? Do we need?
How are we planning to have backup in case the data gets corrupted?

Third party component
analysis

Which third party components will be involved here and how this can affect security?
What are the entry points from other systems?
Where is data integrity most important? For what data, for what functionality, for what input?

Release notes Release notes to
operations

NA

Release notes to
customers

NA
these meetings were applied. Fig. 10 shows how the support-
ing Confluence page looked like in MediumCo. Table 11 gives
an overview of all the security areas covered in the support
material, in the form used by SmallCo. MediumCo and SmallCo
used the same security areas but had slightly different sup-
port for the overall concerns (in MediumCo covered by the Sec-
tion Background in the Confluence page, see Fig. 10). More-
over, the supporting questions had been made less company and
technology-specific before bringing them to SmallCo.

In a typical meeting in MediumCo and SmallCo, they started
ith going through the action points from the previous meet-

ng before the facilitator selected a few security areas to focus
n in the meeting. These were then discussed, and notes were
aken (visible on screen) on decisions, concerns, and open issues
dentified in the discussions. As part of this they identified action
oints. To exemplify, one meeting in MediumCo had already iden-
ified in the agenda three areas from the checklist they wanted to
iscuss (privacy, network security, and key management). Then
n the meeting they discussed the associated questions and any
lready noted concerns on Confluence, and updated the docu-
entation in Confluence on these issues. Then, due to extra time,

hey moved on to discuss a few more security areas as well. In
he initial meeting, the main emphasis was on the open issues in
he beginning of the template (e.g., what are our main concerns
o security in this project?) while later meetings went more into
etail on the different areas, and revisited previous decisions and
iscussions. The exception to this approach was when the meet-
ng series was brought to the new team in MediumCo, and the
eam managed to go through the full template in one meeting.

ppendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
nline at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jss.2022.111477.
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